OASIS Transformational Government Framework
 Technical Committee 
Meeting 22 June 2011

Attendees: John Borras (JB), Peter Brown (PB), Nig Greenaway (NG), Colin Wallis (CW), (TH), Arnaud Martens (AM), Gershon Janssen (GJ), Joe Wheeler (JW), Oliver Bell (OB), Chris Parker (CP), Andy Hopkirk (AH), Steve Mutkoski (SM)
Apologies: John Ross

	WELCOME AND ROLL CALL

JB opened the meeting and took the roll call.  He declared the meeting quorate.

	MINUTES OF LAST MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING

The copy of the minutes of the last meeting as distributed for this meeting were approved.  
The actions from the last meeting have been dealt with as follows:
GJ to post a note to the list of relevant recent OECD activity. – action carried forward
	PB to progress the production of the OASIS Standard by convening a working call on 24th May to review his initial draft pattern languages and agreeing the allocation of work. – completed.
PB to liaise with CP and JB and propose a way forward on each of the open Issues in time for the next meeting. – completed.
All members to provide feedback to JB on his draft Business Case flyer. – action carried forward.
AM/PB/GJ to meet in Brussels to agree the way forward on the translation work. – meeting being held in next few days.

	 THE TGF PATTERN LANGUAGES

PB updated members on recent work on drafting the TGF Patterns.  He had held a working call and had many exchanges with the editorial team, the result of which was a much smaller number of Patterns and a clearer view of their focus and inter relationships.  He added that it is likely that some of the Patterns will need to be split down but that would be determined as the further drafting progressed.  The plan now is to have weekly working calls to finalise the drafting work and hopefully produce a complete Specification document (CSD) for review and agreement at the next meeting. He has noted comments made in the last few days by JB and CW in particular, plus the drafts produced by CP, and these would all be incorporated into the next working draft.
JB pointed to the importance of the Primer that had become evident in the work on the Patterns and as a result it would be necessary to update it and keep it in line with the PL document.  It should also be moved on from being just a Working Draft to a Committee Note Draft (CND) and sent out for Public Review at the same time as the PL document.
To progress all this work, members unanimously approved the following proposals:
	Agree to go ahead with the use of Pattern Languages to create the TGF standard;
	Agree to create a ‘Committee Specification Draft’ from the next working draft of the TGF Patterns;
	Agree to update TGF Primer v1.0 to keep it in line with the TGF Patterns;
	Agree to create a ‘Committee Note Draft’ from the next working draft of the Primer;
	Agree to approve the TGF Pattern CSD and Primer CND, and send them out for Public Review, in parallel.

JW asked if there were plans to produce a list of current and planned TGF products.  He felt this would help interested parties understand the various published products and see TC plans for further work.  All agreed this would useful and JB agreed to put together a list for TC approval as the drafting work progresses with the objective of publishing it when the other material goes out for Public Review. 

	ISSUES LIST

JB and CP confirmed that a review of the Issues List has been undertaken and that none of those marked now as Open Issues impact on the current drafting work. All are for future consideration and can be used to inform the content of the Product List mentioned in the previous item. 

	BUSINESS CASE FLYER

JB had just received some suggested amendments to the Flyer so he would not be seeking approval for publication at this meeting.  He would prepare a further version and then send it out for approval using the OASIS electronic ballot facility.
JW offered to add more substance for the Flyer to try and make the Business Case more compelling and he would let JB have some suggested material in the next few days.

	LIASIONS and MARKETING 

JB reported on his attendance at a conference in Budapest which was held as part of Hungary’s presidency of the EU.  He also reported on a presentation he gave at a committee meeting of the World Customs Organization.  Both presentations had been well received and he would be following up on them to secure ongoing relations with both communities.
JB also gave a brief update on a conference that PB had attended in Washington DC at which mention was made of the TGF work which was very encouraging. He would ask PB to provide a more detailed report for members. (PB had left the meeting at this stage.)
NG reported on a presentation he had made to the UK’s CTO Council and that he is trying to find other opportunities to present to senior government officials.

	ANY OTHER BUSINESS

7.1 Primer Translations
In response to a question from AM about when the Primer would be ready for translation, JB suggested that in view of the work on producing a new version it would probably be towards the end of July before there is as stable version that he could pass onto his translators.
7.2 UK’s Digital Strategy
AH asked if anybody was aware of the new UK Digital Strategy and had any views on whether the TGF was consistent with it. CP said he had read it and felt there were no problems. NG commented that there were numerous organizational changes going on within the Cabinet Office and he was having trouble engaging with the right people on this but he would keep trying.

	DATE AND LOCATION OF NEXT MEETING

The date of the next full TC meeting was confirmed as 21 July 2011 commencing at 19.30 CEST.  JB will post the dial-in number when the agenda is issued.

Actions:
	GJ to post a note to the list of relevant recent OECD activity.
	PB to convene weekly working calls to finalise the draft Pattern Languages document.
	CP/PB to prepare a revision to the Primer in line with the Patterns.

JB to prepare a TGF Product List for TC approval.   
	JB to revise the Business Case flyer with input from JW and submit a new version for formal approval by the TC.
	PB to provide a report for members of his attendance at the recent Washington DC conference.
.

